
Brown diary with a Scottish terrier embossed in gold on the front.  

 

Inside cover reads: 

 

 “This is My Personal DIARY” [pre-printed] 

 “of Beauty + Loveliness 

Olive Goodykoontz 

1944” [written by Olive] 

 

[The cover page has a quote about “The Mind” and a quote about “A Line.” On the backside of 

the cover page is an introduction about using the diary. 

 

There are entries from January 1 – February 10, many of which have since been crossed out. The 

dates aren‟t really relevant as this was not used as a daily journal.] 

 

[crossed-out entry] 

 

“There is a way through the soul of man to genuine fellowship + friendship with God, and there 

is the possibility of a steadily growing acquaintance with his Character. We are no more 

bankrupt in our capacity for finding God than in our capacity for finding harmony, or beauty, or 

moral goodness, or truth. We shall not find all there is of any of these values, but all we do find 

is real, and is good to live by. So also with our findings of God, they do not exhaust his being. 

They do not carry us to the full height of all that he is. But what we have proves to be solid 

building material for life-purposes, and every spiritual gain that is achieved makes the next one 

more possible and more sure. “-Rufus M. Jones. in Pathways to the Reality of God. 

 We know that the end of a selfish, sinful life is sadness + sorrow, and the result of a 

Christian life is the presence of God abiding with in, and the blessings that come from that 

Presence. 

 

[crossed-out entry] 

 

Prayer pulls the yearning, longing heart of man into the presence of God, just as gravity pulls 

objects to the earth. The God-ward pulling force of prayer is the climb to God. “Thou hast made 

us for Thyself, O Lord, and our heart is restless until it rests in Thee,” for Thou are changeless in 

these changing days. 

 

[crossed-out entry] 

 

Beauty of friendship is indeed precious. Never realize that quite so forceably as I do around the 

holiday season when there are notes and greetings and even letters from so many dear friends. 

Stars and moon were unusually beautiful tonight. They speak so clearly of God‟s love and His 

Protecting care. 

 

 

 

 



[crossed-out entry] 

 

6. 

The reflection of a smile in the face of a child is a thing of rare beauty. Very few can resist a 

loving smile and it is answered in kind. Mildred Compton has a lovely smile and such a sweet 

face. 

 

[crossed-out entry] 

 

7.  

The beauty of an almost full moon and the brilliance of the stars on these clear, cold, frosty 

nights is something that brings ones heart closer to that of the all wise loving creator of all the 

beautiful of nature. 

 

[crossed-out entry] 

 

8 

Frost on the grass so thick that it is almost like snow is a beautiful sight. The frosty air puts 

nature‟s most beautiful roses into the cheeks of her children as they brave the chill of the 

morning on the way to work and school. Yes, thank God for even the frost of January. 

 

[crossed-out entry] 

 

9. 

The rosy tints of the evening sky above the hazy blue of the North mountains was a lovely sight 

this evening. Another bit of beauty is the bare trees in the loveliness of an almost full moon. 

Trees are beautiful when in full leaf, but they are also beautiful when they are leafless in the 

winter. 

 

[crossed-out entry] 

 

10 

This evening just before dark a lovely full moon came up behind gray blue mountains into a rosy 

hued sky. It was a lovely sight. The moon has the ability to thrill me through and through when 

ever I may happen to see it. There is so much of lovliness in the world. 

 

[crossed-out entry] 

 

11 

Gave me quite a thrill tonight to see church leaders of three different races share the same 

platform and with the unity of brotherhood plead for the creating of a new world order after the 

war and now. The Bishop‟s Crusade with Bishop‟s Alexander P. Shaw (negro) James C. Baker 

and Frank Smith (white) and Dr. Y.C. Young Chinese. 

 

 

 



[crossed-out entry] 

 

12. 

“I will lift up mine eyes into the hills from whence cometh my help.” The grandeur and beauty of 

God‟s mountains not only bring strength of themselves through their majesty and timelessness 

remind us of that Eternal Source of Strength who never fails those who do truly seek Him. 

 

[crossed-out entry] 

 

So much of beauty comes over the radio. Listened to Great Moments in Music over the radio this 

evening. Harmony of sound brings such a thrill of joy and happiness. Wonder if those who make 

it find as much happiness as those of us who listen. 

 

[crossed-out entry] 

 

Today‟s moment of beauty came just after the sun went down. The western sky just above the 

mountains was such a lovely shade of dark red. Looked as though it might be an area of glow 

from an immense fire. 

Stars. 

Thank God, a man can grow. 

 

[crossed-out entry] 

 

He is not bound  

With earthward gaze to creep along the ground.  

Though his beginnings be but poor + low, 

Thank God, a man can grow, burn, 

The fire upon his altars may dim, 

The torch he lighted may in darkness fail – 

And nothing to rekindle it avail – 

Bt high above his dull horizons rim, 

Arcturus and the Pleides beckon him! 

      – Anon. 

 

[crossed-out entry] 

 

Cleaning can give one a thrill of accomplishment. There is so much of satisfaction that can come 

from the having strength given for the tasks of each day‟s living. Stength from above surely is 

given or as much couldn‟t be done as is done. 

 

[crossed-out entry] 

 

Again I say that friendship is beautiful. Did so enjoy the Foremans and their friend Edith and her 

son Selby. They are such refined people and her son was so well trained and well behaved. It has 

been a beautiful day in more ways than one. 

 



[crossed-out entry] 

 

“To be honest, to be kind – to earn a little and to spend a little less, to make upon the whole a 

family happier for his presence, to renounce when that shall be necessary and not be embittered, 

to keep a few friends, but these without capitulation – above all, on the same grim condition, to 

keep friends with himself – here is a task for all that a man has of fortitude and delicacy.”  

– Robert Louis Stevenson. 

 

Child‟s Prayer: “O Thou great Chief, light a candle within our hearts that we may see what is 

therein and sweep the rubbish from thy dwelling place.” The Prayer of an African Schoolgirl. 

 

[crossed-out entry] 

 

A fine Christian layman of large means wrote in his will: “I desire to testify and give thanks for 

the goodness of God, who has blessed me far beyond my merit; for the constant devotion of my 

wife; the steadfast loyalty of my family; the rich fellowship of my friends; the stalwart co-

operation of those with whom I have associated in business; the strength for daily toil; the joy of 

living; the beauty of the world; the inexpressible reward of striving, even in a most imperfect 

way, to follow Christ; and the glorious certainly of life eternal and abundant – these comprise my 

real possessions.” 

 

[crossed-out entry] 

 

“O man, he has told you what is good; 

what does the Eternal ask from you  

but to be just and kind 

and live in quiet fellowship with Your 

 God?” – Micah VI:8 – Moffatt. 

 

[crossed-out entry] 

 

Emerson says, understanding depends upon identifying oneself with the object. It is easier for me 

to indentify myself with God in nature than in anything else. I can feel that the tree and I are one, 

the plant stretches tendrils to meet the sun no more than I, I join the birds on wings, drift across 

blue skies with the Clouds. Like all these I have a role in the universe, purpose to serve, beauty 

to reflect – as expressions of fundamental laws of love, harmony, creation, God. It is easy to 

remain serene abroad in fields, walking the water‟s edge, tilling the soil, calm and creative, and 

at one with God. – Frances Marsh, Fem. Attendant. Phila State Hospital.  W.R.R. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



[crossed-out entry] 

 

My Symphony 

 

“To live content with small means; to seek elegance rather than luxury; and refinement rather 

than fashion; to be worthy, not respectable, and wealthy not rich; to study hard think quietly, talk 

gently, act frankly; to listen to stars and birds, to babes and sages, with open heart; to bear all 

cheerfully, do all bravely, await occasions, hurry never. In a word, to let the spiritual unbidden 

and unconscious, grow up though the common. This is my symphony.” 

   –William Henry Channing. 

 

[crossed-out entry] 

 

Character is caught, not taught. Our characters are a transcript of our ideals. We work out in 

things about us the likeness of that with which we have come in contact. Character also needs 

action for its growth and development.  

 He is a true king who does kingly deeds. He is a true Christian who is most like Christ in 

his deeds. 

 

[crossed-out entry] 

 

“He taketh me by the hand to the hill top of  

vision, 

And my soul is glad, when I perceive His meaning. 

In the valley also; He walketh beside me, 

In the dark places, He whispereth to my heart. 

Even though my lesson be hard, it is not hopeless. 

For the Lord is patient with His slow scholar; 

He will wait awhile for my weakness; 

And help me to read the truth through my tears.” 

     Henry Van Dyke. 

 

[not crossed-out entry] 

 

Such a lovely deep blue over the north mountains this evening. It came clear down over the 

mountains so that only a dim outline of them could be seen. It was surely snowing over them. 

There is so much beauty in the winter sky. 

 

[crossed-out entry] 

 

Faith is not a matter of an opinion about God, but an attitude toward God. No matter how 

thoroughly we may be convinced of the existence of God, if we do not  line confident in the 

goodness, the wisdom, and the sufficiency of God, our theology will be of little value to us. 

 The beginning of faith is to be confident of today – to be sure that the day‟s needs will be 

met, the day‟s work will be done, and the day‟s duties discharged. To make a success of today is 

to make sure of tomorrow. 



[not crossed-out entry] 

 

 Such a beautiful sickle moon tonight in the western sky. When one sees such beauty in 

nature one wonders how wicked such as exists in the world today can be possible. God‟s love is 

so great and we are so little deserving of it. 

 

[not crossed-out entry] 

 

I marvel at the patience, courtesy and graciousness of clerks that help us in the stores and 

business offices. Of course it is good business but then there must be beauty inside when it 

comes out with such ease and in such a spirit of helpfulness. 

 

[not crossed-out entry] 

 

A trip to the desert on a Sunday afternoon is a lovely thing to do. There is so much of beauty 

from the top of a hill as one looks out over the desert for miles and miles. Mistletoe growing in a 

palo verde tree was an interesting find. Superstition was lit with sunlight and shadows. 

 

[not crossed-out entry] 

 

There is so much of beauty in the human voice when trained to sing the beautiful songs of the 

nations. Richard Crooks voice is such a lovely one and he sings with such ease and grace. Ave 

Marie was filled with such beauty that it almost brought tears to ones eyes. 

 

[not crossed-out entry] 

 

“The universe owes its origin to Him, was created by Him, and has its aim and purpose in Him.” 

Rom. 11:36 (Weymouth) 

“The universe is an almost untouched reservoir of significance and value.”  

   -Admiral Byrd in “Alone.” 

 

[not crossed-out entry] 

 

Superstition was so lovely this evening. It was a light pink, then a rose, lavender, and finally 

purple as the shadows grew longer. Wonder why God gives this old wicked world so much of 

beauty. It certainly if full of loveliness and love if we only keep our eyes open for it. 

 

[not crossed-out entry] 

 

Such strange sky effects tonight. Eastern sky was a very dark blue and looked as though it might 

rain any minute. Western sky was light and sun shining and in midst of it all there was a light 

shower. 

 

 

 

 



[not crossed-out entry] 

 

“God is not dumb, that He should speak no 

   more, 

If thou hast wanderings in the 

   wilderness 

And find‟st not Sinai, „tis thy soul 

   is poor.” 

– James Russell Lowell, 

 [not crossed-out entry] 

 

“I fled Him, down the nights and down the 

  days; 

I fled Him, down the arches of the years; 

I fled Him, down the labyrinthine ways 

 Of my own mind; and in the mist of tears 

I hid from Him, and under running laughter.” 

  – Francis Thompson‟s “The Hound of Heaven.” 

 

 

[There is a small paper German photo album in the back for instamatic-style photos. There are 

no photos inside.] 


